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You know how I enjoy _____________, and I generally go alone, for I am
not clever enough yet with my gun to be trusted to shoot in company with
others.

1.

(shoot)

In spite of her embarrassment she let none of his features escape her
_____________ interest.
2.

(quicken)

In dry weather it is an advantage for ponies to race without shoes, but if the
course be wet or muddy they are absolutely necessary to prevent
_____________.

3.

(slip)

He is one of the few French novelists one can imagine _____________ in
English.
4.

(write)

At any rate we will risk _____________ a scout to keep an eye upon their
movements.
5.

(send)

We will first consider _____________ by daylight with home-made
apparatus.
6.

(enlarge)

Hull, would you mind _____________ to the lounge?7. (go)

She goes about the house, touching everything and admiring everything,
and enjoys _____________ with me in the dog-cart.
8.

(drive)

I put my hand up to my forehead to prevent her _____________ my eyes
for the fountain of compassion denied her.
9.

(search)

If these cells are hurt or killed, the body seems to have no mind, but yet it
may keep on _____________.
10.

(live)

He had such a respect for his adversary that he would not risk
_____________ a single point in the approaching contest.
11.

(lose)

They keep on _____________ you how you can get out, and where you
can get out, and when.
12.

(tell)
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They kept on _____________ and _____________ around as far as they
could see, and said it was the best joke they had ever heard of.
13.

(laugh) (look)

She rather avoided _____________ at them, and was very shy and
retiring, and stole up close to the farmer when the dogs were admitted.
14.

(glance)

If we neglect to cultivate in summer, how shall we escape
_____________ in winter?
15.

(starve)

I therefore scrupulously avoided _____________ him any questions, or
indeed speaking at all.
16.

(ask)

The authority for the technical name is included or omitted
_____________ to the usage of each author.
17.

(accord)

We must move around a dozen feet, so as to find fresh cover; then we'll
keep on _____________ up.
18.

(creep)

Then he turned his back on the ring to avoid _____________ the prowess
of his companion.
19.

(see)

There was a century spent _____________ down some elevator.20. (go)
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